
CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 3  

Environmental Law  
and Regulations:  

f E d f Pifrom End-of-Pipe  
to Pollution Preventionto Pollution Prevention  



By the end of this section you should:By the end of this section you should:y e e d o s sec o you s ou d:y e e d o s sec o you s ou d:

Be aware of the primary federal statutes on
environmental regulationsenvironmental regulations.

 Be familiar with the background for the Be familiar with the background for the
basic provisions of pollution prevention

t d t i lconcepts and terminology.

Provisions: 규정
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Why you need to be aware of Why you need to be aware of 
environmental regulations?environmental regulations?

Chemical engineers practice a profession and are required to obeyChemical engineers practice a profession and are required to obey

specific laws governing their professional conduct.

Environmental laws require engineers to perform affirmative

duties, and if those duties are not performed, chemical engineers

and the firms may be held civilly and criminally liableand the firms may be held civilly and criminally liable.

civilly and criminally liable : 민형법상 책임



Why you need to be aware of Why you need to be aware of 
environmental regulations?environmental regulations?

These laws are designed to

environmental regulations?environmental regulations?

protect human health and protect the environment

i iThese laws limit
waste stream quantity and chemical make-up of waste streams
th t l d f f t ithat are released from manufacturing processes.

One statute places restrictions on how hazardous waste from industryOne statute places restrictions on how hazardous waste from industry
is stored, transport, treated. Another statute places strict liability on
the generators of hazardous waste, requiring responsible parties tog , q g p p
clean up disposal sites that fail to protect the environment. For
manufacturers of new chemicals, there are regulatory requirements
h i fili f f i ( ) b fthat require filing of a premanufacture notice (PMN) before

introducing a new chemical into the marketplace.



Cumulative growth in
federal environmental laws and amendmentsfederal environmental laws and amendments



Cumulative growth in
federal environmental laws and amendmentsfederal environmental laws and amendments

1. TSCA (1976)
2. FIFRA (1972)
3 OSHA (1970)3. OSHA (1970)
4. CAA (1970)
5. CWA (1972)( )
6. RCRA (1976)
7. CERCLA (1980)
8. EPCRA (1986)
9. PPA (1990)



Cumulative growth in
federal environmental laws and amendmentsfederal environmental laws and amendments



The duties of a chemical engineer may be:

 To revise plant design to minimize pollutiono e se p a t des g to e po ut o

 To secure permits

 To report releases

 To submit notifications

 To advise management

 T k ith l l t ff To work with legal staff

 To work with regulatory agencies – EPA, TCEQ, Cities

Chemical engineers need to be aware of their legal liability inChemical engineers need to be aware of their legal liability in 
order to protect themselves and their company from legal 
action.



3.2   Nine Prominent Federal Environmental Statutes3.2   Nine Prominent Federal Environmental Statutes

1. TSCA (1976, Toxic Substances Control Act) : test and restrictionsSC ( , S C )

2. FIFRA (1972, Federal  Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Acts): 

3. OSHA (1970, Occupational Safety and Health Act): in workplace( , p f y ) p

4. CAA (1970, The Clean Air Act):  quality of air resource

5. CWA (1972, Clean Water Act): restore and maintain water( , )

6. RCRA (1976, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act): waste treatment, 

storage and disposalg p

7. CERCRA (1980, Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 

and Liability Act) : clean-up waste abandon sitesy ) p

8. EPCRA (1986, Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act):

responding to chemical emergencies and reporting of toxic chemical usagep g g p g g

9. PPA (1990, Pollution Prevention Act): reduce environmental impact



Table 3.2Table 3.2--11 : Summary Table of U.S. Environmental Laws: Summary Table of U.S. Environmental Laws



Table 3.2Table 3.2--11 ( continued)( continued)



The 9 essential environmental regulations: 
the manufacture of chemicals



The 9 essential environmental regulations: 
Discharges to air, water, and soilg , ,



The 9 essential environmental regulations: 
clean-up, disclosure, and pollution prevention



PCBs in the blood of Arctic residents.

Many POPs (persistent organic pollutants) and heavy metals from emissions further south are 
accumulated in Arctic food chains and ultimately in indigenous peoples. While fear of these 

d ti h lt d i b d t f t diti l f d thi h l l d tcompounds sometimes has resulted in abandonment of traditional foods, this has also led to 
more unhealthy food habits acquired from non-indigenous peoples. Most indigenous peoples in
smaller communities still supply a large share of their household foods from natural resources.



Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

Background: In the 1970s, it became clear that the manufacture and use of

certain chemical products needed to be regulated; these included:

PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) heat transfer fluid in electrical transformers, (p y p y ) ,
capacitors, hydraulic equipment; accumulates in the food chain and causes skin 
disease and cancer

CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) spray-can propellants and refrigerants; in the 
stratosphere solar radiation decomposes CFCs; resulting free chlorine destroys 
ozone

Lack of regulatory structure to control PCBs, CFCs, and other similar g y , ,
compounds



Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

Coverage:

 Passed in 1976 by Congress,

 Deals with compounds used in commerce

 Empowers EPA to screen new and existing chemicals to assure

that their production and use does not cause “unreasonable risk” tothat their production and use does not cause unreasonable risk  to

human health and the environment

 S t t l t ll h i l b t t i th US System to evaluate all new chemical substances entering the US

market for effects on human health, other living organisms, and the

environment.



Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

Basic Elements

1. Gather information on existing chemicals
Chemicals not on list of existing compounds are considered new and subjectChemicals not on list of existing compounds are considered new and subject
to Premanufacture Notice

2. Testing of existing chemicals identified as possible risks
B d f hi h l bl i k t h lth i tBased on use of high volumes, unreasonable risk to health or environment
Could be required for an existing chemical with new uses

3. Screen new chemicals for risk
Balance between economic and social benefits against purported risks
EPA has 90 days to review; EPA can require additional testing

4 Control chemicals proven to pose a risk4. Control chemicals proven to pose a risk
Limit production or use; ban use
Warning labels at point of sale



Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

Basic Elements

About 55,000 chemicals in use

About 2,000 new chemicals each year

To support TSCA, the Chemical Engineering Branch of the Office of 
Pollution Prevention and Toxics at EPA has developed a set of 
screening tools that we will use in this course (see Chapter 5)



Clean Air Act (CAA)

Background:Background:
Air Pollution Act of 1955 amended eight times; 

1970 1977 and 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments most important1970, 1977 and 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments most important

1. EPA may act to prevent harm

2 Health protection extends to both healthy and susceptible people2. Health protection extends to both healthy and susceptible people

3. Standards based on public health and welfare

CoverageCoverage
National ambient air quality standards (NAAQS)

National emission limits and standardsNational emission limits and standards

Many elements delegated to states

States may set tighter standardsStates may set tighter standards



Clean Air Act (CAA)

Basic Elements

A.  National ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) 
for criteria pollutants

1. Announce that a substance is to be listed as a criteria pollutant
2. Issue air quality criteria document, which forms the basis for setting the standard
3 Issue proposed NAAQS for the substance3. Issue proposed NAAQS for the substance
4. Periodic review
5. States must perform monitoring to evaluate air quality compared to NAAQS.   

Areas not complying are identified as nonattainment areas
6. States must submit to EPA a state implementation plan that 

documents procedures to attain and maintain the NAAQSdocuments procedures to attain and maintain the NAAQS



Clean Air Act (CAA)

Basic ElementsBasic Elements

B Hazardous air pollutants (HAP)B. Hazardous air pollutants (HAP)
1. EPA can set national emission standards for specific air pollutants (NESHAPS) 

that are hazardous to health

2. These national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants standards

(NESHAPS) are technology based.

3. Maximum achievable degree of control (MACT) standards are source specific

4. Before 1990 there were about 10 HAPs

5. 1990 amendments listed 189 HAPs



Clean Air Act (CAA)

Basic Elements
C. New source review

1. New source performance standards (NSPS) National NSPS set by EPA; each  p ( ) y ;
standard specific for a given industry based on emissions, control technologies 
available, and cost of controls; permit review delegated to states with EPA 
oversightoversight

2. Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Sets limit on source growth for 
criteria pollutants; new sources above a trigger level have to show compliance 
with NAAQS; new sources must meet best available control technology 
(BACT); Permit review delegated to states with EPA oversight

3 Nonattainment areas: New sources must off set new emissions3. Nonattainment areas: New sources must off set new emissions
New sources must meet lowest achievable emission rates (LAER)
Permit review delegated to states with EPA oversight



Clean Air Act (CAA)

Basic ElementsBasic Elements

D T t tiD. Transportation
1. EPA sets national standards for mobile sources

2 T t ti j t t f t ll ti l l d fi d i2. Transportation projects must conform to pollution levels defined in

the State Implementation Plan



CERCLA
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability ActComprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 

Background Triggered by Love Canal; passed in 1980; g gg y ; p ;
established superfund for site cleanup

Coverage

System for identifying and cleaning up chemical and hazardous substances
released to any part of the environment. Collects in one place all provisionsreleased to any part of the environment. Collects in one place all provisions
for responding to releases of hazardous substances into the environment.
Authority to collect the cost of cleaning up a release from responsibley g p p
Parties; established $1.6 billion fund to pay for clean up where no
responsible party can be found.

$1.6 billion~1.6조원



CERCLA
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability ActComprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 

Basic Elements

A.  EPA identifies sites
1. In 1994 1,232 facilities on superfund list

B.  EPA identifies potentially responsible parties (PRP)
1. PRPs responsible for paying their share of clean up

2. PRP are present owners of hazardous waste disposal facilities, past owners

of hazardous waste disposal facilities, generators of hazardous waste who

arrange for treatment or disposal at any facility, transporters of hazardous 

waste to any disposal facilitywaste to any disposal facility

C.  Liability for PRPs is strict, joint, several



EPCRA
Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know ActEmergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act

Background: Triggered by Bhopal release;Background: Triggered by Bhopal release;
passed in 1986; part of SARA Title III

Coverage

States create local emergency units to develop plans to respond to

chemical release emergencies. EPA to compile an inventory of toxic

chemical releases from manufacturing facilitiesg

Triggered: 자극이 되어



EPCRA
Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know ActEmergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act

B i El tBasic Elements

A Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)A. Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
1. Annual report to EPA

2 Facilities with more than 10 employees use more than 10 000 pounds/year of2. Facilities with more than 10 employees, use more than 10,000 pounds/year of

listed chemicals or categories of chemicals, or manufacture more than 25,000

pounds/year of listed chemicals or categories of chemicals. More than 600y g

chemicals covered

3. Data in TRI: For each toxic substance, maximum amount on site treatment

and disposal methods used, amounts released to environment or transferred

off site for treatment or disposal. Includes routine and accidental releases



Structure of environmental law:
the role of legislatures, administrative agencies and the courtsthe role of legislatures, administrative agencies and the courts

Understanding how environmental laws and regulations are enacted,
promulgated, and structured will allow chemical engineers to have a role in
crafting more effective laws and regulations in the future.



Structure of environmental law:
the role of legislatures, administrative agencies and the courtsthe role of legislatures, administrative agencies and the courts

E l f th Cl Ai A t it i ll t tExample for the Clean Air Act, criteria pollutants

Legislative bodies – Federal level - Congress enacts laws (CAAA, 1990);Legislative bodies Federal level Congress enacts laws (CAAA, 1990);
states can enact stricter laws 

F d l Ad i i t ti A i EPA t N ti l A bi t Ai Q litFederal Administrative Agencies EPA sets National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (concentration based); delegates most implementation to states

State Administrative Agencies (e.g., Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality) can either set regulations or further delegate to local areas

Courts adjudicate disputes, review administrative activities (standards
and rules adopted)



Evolution of Regulatory & Voluntary Programs: 
from End-to-Pipe to Pollution Prevention

D i i di id l A h b l ff i l d h d f

from End to Pipe to Pollution Prevention

 Despite individual Act has been extremely effective, volumes and hazards of 
toxic chemicals release to environment continue to grow (1970s~1980s)

 Began to decrease absolute amounts of toxic release to environment in many eg o dec e se bso u e ou s o o c e e se o e v o e y
categories (mid-1980s~)

 amount of energy used/$ of GNP has been decreased (last 10 yrs) 
t ti f ll t t i i t i d concentration of pollutants in environment are going down

(VOCs, CO, ozone, lead, etc.)

Moving Pollutants
 air, water, and moving of pollutants can be  reduced when pollutants are 

destroyed or transformed into less harmful forms in any media of environmentdestroyed or transformed into less harmful forms in any media of environment
Complementary Strategy
 to reduce amounts and the hazardous characteristics of wastes released into all 

media of the environment



Pollution Prevention Concepts and Terminology

Waste Management Hierarchy established in
Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 ( U.S.C.§§13101-13109):

‘pollution should be prevented or reduced at the source whenever possible’- pollution should be prevented or reduced at the source whenever possible

- ‘pollution that cannot be prevented should be recycled in safe manner’

- ‘pollution that cannot be prevented or recycled should be treated in safe manner’

- ‘disposal or other release into environment be employed only as a last resort’disposal or other release into environment be employed only as a last resort

Hierarchy: (분류)체계
only as a last resort : 오직 최후의 수단으로서



Waste Management Hierarchy

Based on definition and distinctions between recycle options we can place the

g y
폐기물처리체계

Based on definition and distinctions between recycle options, we can place the 
waste management hierarchy in the following descending order, from most to 
the least preferable.

1. Source reduction
http://www.epa.gov/ttnmain1/fera/data/risk/vol_1/chapter_28.pdf

2. In-process recycle
3 On-site recycle3. On site recycle
4. Off-site recycle
5 Waste treatment5. Waste treatment
6. Secure disposal

i l h i7. Direct release to the environment



Original Process

Product +
Feed WasteReactor

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



1. Source Reduction

The reactor is modified so that less waste is generated or so that g
waste is less hazardous.

M difi d
Product +

Modified
Reactor

Feed Less Waste

Fi 3 4 1 W t t difi ti f i l t / tFig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



2. In-Process Recycle

unreacted feed is separated and

Product

unreacted feed is separated and
recycle back to the reactor

Product +
Unreacted

Reactor
Feed

Unreacted 
Feed

separatorp

Unreacted Feed

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



3. On-Site Recycle

Productwaste from the reactor is converted 

Product +

Productto a commercial product by a 
second reactor within the facility

Product +
Unreacted 

Feed

Reactor
Feed

separator

Different
Reactor

Different
Product

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



4. Off-Site Recycley

Productwaste from reactor is separated and transferred 

Product +

Productoff-site where it is converted to a commercial 
product within another facility

Feed

Unreacted 
Feed

Reactor
Feed

separator

Site Boundary

DifferentDifferent Waste

Site Boundary

Reactor
Different
Product

Waste

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



5. Waste Treatment

waste from reactor is separated and
Product

waste from reactor is separated and 

treated to render it less hazardous

Product +
Unreacted 

F d
ReactorFeed Feed

separator

WasteDiff t Waste
Treatment

Different
Waste

Waste

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



6. Secure Disposal

waste from reactor is separated and sent to a p
secure disposal facility, landfill Product

Product +
Unreacted 

Feed
Reactor

Feed Feed
separator

Landfill Waste

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



7. Direct Release

P dwaste is separated from product

P d t +

Productwaste is separated from product 
and released to the environment

Product +
Unreacted 

Feed

Reactor
Feed

Feed

separator

WasteRelease to the Environment

Fig 3.4-1 : Waste management modifications for a simple reactor/separator process
Classified according to the waste management hierarchy



Waste Management Hierarchyg y

The reactor is modified so that less waste is
generated or so that waste is less hazardous1. Source reduction1. Source reduction

unreacted feed is separated and recycle back2 In2 In--process recycleprocess recycle to the reactor

t f th t i t d t

2. In2. In--process recycleprocess recycle

waste from the reactor is converted to a
commercial product by a second reactor
within the facility

3. On3. On--site recycle site recycle 
within the facility

waste from reactor is separated and
transferred off site where it is converted to a4 Off4 Off site recyclesite recycle transferred off-site where it is converted to a
commercial product within another facility

4. Off4. Off--site recyclesite recycle



Waste Management Hierarchyg y

waste from reactor is separated and treated 
to render it less hazardous

5. Waste treatment5. Waste treatment

waste from reactor is separated and sent to
6 Secure disposal6 Secure disposal

a secure disposal facility, landfill
6. Secure disposal6. Secure disposal

waste is separated from product
and released to the environment

7. Direct release to 7. Direct release to 
the environmentthe environment



Source Reduction

(definition by federal Pollution Prevention Act 1990)(definition by federal Pollution Prevention Act, 1990)
A. The term ‘source reduction’ means any practice that,

1. Reduce the amount of any hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant entering any waste stream or otherwise released
into the environment prior to recycling, treatment, or disposal

2 R d h h d bli h l h d h i2. Reduces the hazards to public health and the environment
associated with the release of such pollutants, or contaminants

The term includes equipment or technology modifications, process or procedure
modifications reformation or redesign of products substitution of raw materials andmodifications, reformation or redesign of products, substitution of raw materials, and
improvements in house keeping, maintenance, training, or inventory control



Inventory Control
재고품관리

 Inventory control aims to reduce waste generation resulting from 
“out-of-date” or “off-spec” raw materials or final products. 

 Effective techniques for inventory control might include 
ordering only the amount of raw material needed for one production run orordering only the amount of raw material needed for one production run or
reviewing purchasing procedures to eliminate hazardous chemicals and   
substitute environmentally-friendly alternatives.

 Other techniques for inventory control might be more challenging, 
h d ti j t i ti f t i t h isuch as adopting just-in-time manufacturing techniques.

 Modifying production procedures can lead to  y g p p
waste reduction and increased profits.



DuPont/EPA pollution prevention study p p y

US EPA, “DuPont Chambers Works Waste Minimization Project,” 
United States Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Research and g y,

Development, EPA/600/R-93/203, pg. 86-91, November 1993.

A cleaning solvent waste from a specialty chemical multiple batch process 
could be completely eliminated 

A source reduction project installed drains at low points in the process 
to recover chemicals from the prior campaign,  yielding a Net Present Value 
of $2,212,000.



Source Reduction

B. The term ‘source reduction’ does not include

any practice which alters the physical, chemical or

bi l i l h i i h l f h dbiological characteristics or the volume of a hazardous

pollutant, or contaminant through a process or activity

which itself is not integral to and necessary for the

d ti f d t th idi f iproduction of a product or the providing of a service.



Source Reduction

PPA(1990) Clarification of ‘Source Reduction’ or ‘not’

Pollution prevention means ‘source reduction’ as defined under 

PPA, and other practices that reduce or eliminate the creation of 

pollutants throughp g

 Increased efficiency in the use of raw materials, energy, water, 
hor other resources, or,

 Protection of natural resources by conservationProtection of natural resources by conservation 



Source Reduction

Recycling activities are included within Pollution Prevention Activities.

1. Drawing an absolute line between prevention and recycling 
can be difficult. “Prevention” includes what is commonly called 
“in-process-recycling”, but not “out-of-process recycling”.

2. Recycling conducted in an environmentally sound manner shares 
f h d f i h dmany of the advantages of prevention, such as energy and resource

conservation, and reducing the need for end-of-pipe treatment or  
t t i twaste contaminant, . . . . , 

3. Some practices commonly described as “in-process-recycling” 
may qualify as pollution preventionmay qualify as pollution prevention



In-Process, On-Site Recycling, or Waste Treatment ?

Product CBefore “on-site-recycling” if each reactor
Is considered a separate processIs considered a separate process.

Reactor
A+B  C+D separator

A
B

Waste D
ReactorD Reactor

D+E  F
D
E Product F

Fig 3.4-2 : A process modification involving two reactors that are part of the same
Industrial facility. It is in-process recycling or on-site recycling ?



In-Process, On-Site Recycling, or Waste Treatment ?

Product CAfter “In-process-recycling” if each reactor
is considered to comprise a singleis considered to comprise a single
integrated process.

Reactor
A+B  C+D separator

A
B

B d t D

Reactor

Byproduct D

Reactor
D+E  FD, E Product F

Fig 3.4-2 : A process modification involving two reactors that are part of the same
Industrial facility. It is in-process recycling or on-site recycling ?



Is it waste treatment or recycling ?

Before A BBefore A, B Product C

ReactorA B Reactor
A+B  C+D

separator separatorA, B

Waste D
C,D

W s e
to Disposal

Fig 3.4-3 : A process modification. Is it waste treatment or recycling ?



Is it waste treatment or recycling ?
After A, B Product C

ReactorA B Reactor
A+B  C+D

separatorA, B separator

C,D W t DC,D Waste D

Reactor
D A+E

separator
D A+E

p

E to
Off site

Fig 3.4-3 : A process modification. Is it waste treatment or recycling ?

Off-site
Recycle



Homework #3

ProblemProblem
1. Provide definitions for the following terms1. Provide definitions for the following terms

a) pollution preventiona) pollution preventiona) pollution preventiona) pollution prevention
b) source reduction b) source reduction 
c) inc) in--process versus onprocess versus on--site versus offsite versus off--site recyclingsite recyclingc) inc) in process versus onprocess versus on site versus offsite versus off site recyclingsite recycling
d) waste treatment d) waste treatment 
e) disposale) disposale) disposal e) disposal 
f) direct releasef) direct release


